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Abstract

Through-bond correlation experiments can be realised in solids between spins of type X, separated by four chemical bonds, in X-O-Y-O-X molecular motives, provided a scalar coupling \( J \) between X and Y exists. In the 2D-Homonuclear-Heteronuclear Single Quantum Correlation (H-HSQC) experiment presented here, the central transitions of quadrupolar \( ^{27}\text{Al} \) spins can be correlated via the scalar coupling \( J^2 \) between \( ^{27}\text{Al} \) (X) and \( ^{31}\text{P} \) (Y) in materials featuring Al-O-P-O-Al motives. A 3D homonuclear/heteronuclear correlation experiment can also be performed, providing the correlation map characterizing the two \( ^{27}\text{Al} \) and the \( ^{31}\text{P} \) NMR signatures of \(^{27}\text{Al}-^{31}\text{P}-^{27}\text{Al}\) chemically bonded molecular motifs.
Introduction

3D J-mediated correlation experiments have been introduced a long time ago in liquid state NMR experiments (1). They characterize triplets of atoms which are connected together, and, as such, are very powerful to characterize the network of chemical bonds in a solution or in a solid-state sample as well. High resolution solid-state experiments can make efficient use of the scalar coupling ($J$) in MAS experiments on organic and inorganic solids (2, 3), despite the heterogeneous line broadening mechanisms that usually mask the direct spectral expression of the scalar couplings, although benefiting from the increased sensitivity and resolution obtained at high MAS spinning rates and high magnetic fields (4). Dynamic Angle Spinning (DAS) also enhance the resolution for quadrupolar nuclei (5). Among mesoporous materials made from AlPO$_4$, AlPO$_4$-14 has already been studied by X-ray crystallography (6, 7) and NMR (7-9) and will be used for demonstration. Its structure is well known and similar to those of zeolithes, however, the framework is entirely built up with AlO$_x$ ($x = 4$, 5 or 6) and PO$_4$ polyhedrons. Four, five and six-fold coordination states are observed for the Al atoms and Al are connected together by either bridging oxygen atoms or O-P-O chains (Figure 1). Four different sites can be distinguished for Al and also for P atoms (7). Al$_1$ is five fold coordinated trigonal-bipyramidal (bonded to 4 -O-P-(O-Al)$_4$ and 1 -O-Al), Al$_2$ and Al$_3$ are four fold coordinated tetrahedra (bonded to 4 -O-P-(O-Al)$_4$) and Al$_4$ is a six fold coordinated octahedra (bonded to 4 -O-P-(O-Al)$_4$ and 2 - O-Al).

In contrast with liquid state experiments in which the short relaxation times observed for quadrupolar nuclei often precludes their proper manipulation by NMR, several 2D dipolar mediated or J-mediated homonuclear and heteronuclear correlation methods have been introduced for solid-state experiments involving one or two quadrupolar nuclei like $^{27}$Al ($S=5/2$)
(14), $^{71}$Ga (S=3/2) (15) or $^{27}$Al and $^{17}$O (S=5/2) (16). The efficiency of $^{27}$Al / $^{31}$P (S=1/2) experiments benefits from their 100% natural abundance and their good receptivity, with an increased sensitivity at high field thanks to a lower second order quadrupolar broadening for the $^{27}$Al spin (17). Moreover, the magnetization of the $^{27}$Al central transition (which is only affected by the second-order quadrupolar broadening) can be efficiently enhanced by transferring the populations from the satellite transitions to the central transition using methods like DFS or RAPT (18-19).

In solid-state, the 2D or 3D HHSQC experiments allow to characterize structural motifs involving three different spins (2 $^{27}$Al and 1 $^{31}$P in a Al-O-P-O-Al linkage) in a 3 dimensional experiment, correlating the 1D spectra of the three bonded nuclei (2×$^{27}$Al and 1×$^{31}$P). The 2D HHSQC only gives the homonuclear \{$^{27}$Al, $^{27}$Al\} two dimensional correlation map selectively for the Al-O-P-O-Al motifs. Because the scalar coupling $J_2(X-O-Y)$ is used, the 2D/3D H-HSQC spectra allow identification of molecular entities extending over 4 chemical bonds and typically over 0.4 to 0.5 nm in size. Despite its low sensitivity, this experiment provides a unique way for obtaining unambiguously this type of information.

**Theory**

The 2D/3D homonuclear/heteronuclear correlation experiment (3D H-HSQC) makes use of the sole scalar coupling ($J$) to transfer the magnetization (see Figure 2). This results in a robust and rather simple pulse sequence that only involves manipulation of the spin system with soft $\pi/2$ and $\pi$ pulses, which ensures manipulation of the $^{27}$Al central transition as a fictitious spin 1/2. The transfer occurs from the first aluminium atom to the neighbouring phosphorus and then to a second aluminium through the isotropic part $J_2$(Al-O-P) of the scalar coupling in an Al-O-P-O-Al group and provides experimental evidence for through-bond correlations between the Al, P and
Al₂ nuclei in Al₁-O-P-O-Al₂ motives with spectral identification of the resonances of these three nuclei in the different projections. Because the experiment uses the scalar coupling it does not require any reintroduction of interaction averaged out by MAS and it undergoes no limitation with the spinning rate which is usually required to achieve better resolution. It only requires long enough transverse relaxation times T₂’ (typically 15 ms in our case) and a sufficient sensitivity for the acquisition of the 2D or 3D datasets within a reasonable experimental time.

The experiment consists in two INEPT transfers separated by a constant time period achieving the magnetization transfer and containing the ³¹P encoding time t₂. The first INEPT transfer leads to the creation of a density operator proportional to 2Al₁⁺₁,CTPy (where the aluminium central transition is described as a fictitious spin 1/2) after an evolution under the scalar coupling during a delay 2τ (1/4J). The second constant time echo period (2 τ₂) allows for the conversion of Al₁⁺₁,CTPy into Al₂⁺₁,CTPy, which gives rise to a negative cross-peak in the 2D or 3D H-HSQC spectrum. The positive diagonal signal corresponds to the remaining Al₁⁺₁,CTPy term. This transfer depends upon n’, the number of ²⁷Al spins coupled to the ³¹P nucleus. The functions describing the intensities of the diagonal signal (Al₁⁺₁,CTPy) and of the cross-peaks (stemming from the conversion of Al₁⁺₁,CTPy into Al₂⁺₁,CTPy) are given below. Equations (1), (2) and (3) correspond to n’=2, 3 and 4, respectively, with an initial density operator σ(τ₂=0) = 2Al₁⁺₁,CTPy :

\[
I(Al₁⁺⁺₁ P_y) = -1/2[1 + \cos4\pi J/\tau_2] \quad \text{and} \quad I(Al₂⁺₁ P_y) = -1/2[-1 + \cos4\pi J/\tau_2] \quad (1)
\]
\[
I(Al₁⁺⁺₁ P_y) = 1/4[\cos6\pi J/\tau_2 + 3\cos2\pi J/\tau_2] \quad \text{and} \quad I(Al₂⁺₁ P_y) = 1/4[\cos6\pi J/\tau_2 - \cos2\pi J/\tau_2] \quad (2)
\]
\[
I(Al₁⁺⁺₁ P_y) = 1/8[3 + \cos4\pi J/\tau_2 + \cos8\pi J/\tau_2] \quad \text{and} \quad I(Al₂⁺₁ P_y) = 1/8[-1 + \cos8\pi J/\tau_2] \quad (3)
\]

The two expressions in Eq. (3) are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of τ₂ in 1/J units. The ³¹P chemical shift evolves during the delay t₂, and the ³¹P scalar couplings to the neighbouring ²⁷Al spins evolve in a constant time manner during 2τ₂ (see Figure 2).
Discussion

For the 2D experiment, the dataset is Fourier transformed against the two evolution times and the resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 4. The different spectral contributions are indicated on the spectrum. The third evolution time in the 3D experiment allows to separate the \((Al_x, Al_y)\) cross-peaks with respect to the \(^{31}P\) chemical shift in the \(Al_x-O-P_{2}-O-Al_y\) motif. In the 3D experiment, the resulting three dimensional hypercomplex dataset is Fourier transformed against the three evolution times and Figure 5B-D shows one \(^{27}Al^{27}Al\) plane (with the \(x\) and \(y\) axis corresponding to the direct and indirect \(^{27}Al\) dimensions) extracted from the 3D matrix (as shown in Figure 5A) and corresponding to the phosphorus chemical shift of the P\(_2\) site \(\delta(^{31}P) = -8.03\) ppm. Hence, the extracted 2D spectrum will eventually feature the residual negative diagonal peaks of some \(Al_x\)-O-P\(_2\) group and the positive cross-peaks of any \(Al_x-O-P_{2}-O-Al_y\) groups. Three different strips along the \(^{31}P\) axis, perpendicular to the \(^{27}Al^{27}Al\) plane and intersecting with it in the cross (indicating an \(Al_x,Al_y\) peak), are superimposed on the 2D spectrum. If \(Al_x\) and \(Al_y\) are also connected via O-P\(_n\)-O, the P\(_n\) peak will appear in the superimposed strip. In (B), the cross is located on the \textit{negative} (hence diagonal) \(Al_1, Al_1\) peak in the plane corresponding to P\(_2\), indicating that a diagonal peak is observed for the triplet \(Al_1, P_2, Al_1\), and the corresponding strip (intersecting with the \(Al, Al\) plane in \((\delta(Al_1),\delta(Al_1))\) as indicated by the cross) along the \(^{31}P\) axis features three additional peaks corresponding to P\(_1\), P\(_3\) and P\(_4\) indicating that similar \(Al_1, Al_1\) diagonal correlations are observed in the planes corresponding to the chemical shifts of P\(_1\), P\(_3\) and P\(_4\) respectively. Hence \(Al_1\) is never connected to another \(Al_1\) via an O-P-O group, because only \textit{negative} diagonal peaks have been observed, and \(Al_1\) is bonded to P\(_1\), P\(_2\), P\(_3\) and P\(_4\). In (C), the cross is located on the \(Al_2, Al_4\) cross-peak, indicating that \(Al_2\) and \(Al_4\) are connected via an O-P\(_2\)-O linkage (because the extracted 2D spectrum corresponds to P\(_2\)). Two peaks are observed in the
strip for the chemical shifts of P₂ and P₄, hence the cross-peaks between Al₂ and Al₄ are observed in the two following groups: Al₂-O-P₂-O-Al₄ (observable in the plane δ(P₂) which is represented in the figure) and Al₂-O-P₄-O-Al₄ (observable in the plane δ(P₄), not represented here). This complies with the known connectivity table (Table 1) which has been established previously (8, 9). A similar conclusion can be inferred from Figure 5D, where P₁, P₃ and P₄ connect to both the Al₁ and Al₃ atoms.

**Experimental**

Weak (selective, i.e. ν₁ ≈ 4 kHz) pulses have been used on the ²⁷Al central transition (described as a fictitious spin 1/2), which is prepared by enhancement from the satellite transitions by DFS (17) transfer using a 2 ms pulse with ν₁ ≈ 8 kHz (RAPT (18) can also be used).

Two Z-filters (300 rotor periods or 21 ms) have been used in the pulse sequence to simplify the phase cycle and suppress unwanted contributions of undetermined origin which were observed without the Z-filter. Unfortunately such long Z-filter delays are approaching the order of the T₁ value, and some signal is lost during the Z-filter. A cleaning B₀ field gradient instead would have the desired effect but was unfortunately unavailable on our MAS probes.

The times τ and τ₂ were set to 40 rotor periods (2.86 ms) and 120 rotor periods (8.57 ms) respectively, and the J(²⁷Al,³¹P) values (unobservable in this case) are estimated to be in the 10-30Hz range. To optimize τ and τ₂, τ₂ was first set to zero and τ has been optimized to get the largest positive signal. Then τ₂ is increased and optimized to obtain the largest negative signal, as shown in Figure 3. Quantification of the peak intensities requires similar transfer efficiencies: Different T₂ and J-coupling values would lead to different transfer efficiencies, precluding a proper interpretation of the peak intensities.
The MAS speed was set to 14 kHz and a magnetic field $B_0 = 17.6$ T (750 MHz $^1\text{H}$ Larmor frequency with $^{27}\text{Al}$ and $^{31}\text{P}$ Larmor frequency equal to 194.5 and 303.7 MHz respectively) was used. 1024 scans, 16 dummy scans, 40 increments in $F_1$ and $F_2$, 512 points in $F_3$ and a recycling delay of 250 ms have been used for an overall experimental time of 6 days and 13h on a 750MHz wide bore Bruker spectrometer. The optimum recycling delay, which depends upon the relaxation behaviour of the central and satellite transitions (because DFS is used), was determined by comparing the signal obtained in the permanent regime for various recycling delays, and 250 ms was considered as optimal, as it allowed a 95% recovery.

Indirect quadrature detection was achieved using the States method, whereas DQD was used during acquisition. A spectral width of 14 kHz was used in the three dimensions, corresponding exactly to the MAS spinning speed, in order to sum any remaining spinning sidebands (21). The data have been processed with nmrPipe (20), the spectrum is phased in order to have negative diagonal peaks and positive cross-peaks, and an exponential line broadening of 200 Hz has been applied in the three dimensions (the natural linewidth in the $^{31}\text{P}$ dimension –without $^1\text{H}$ and $^{27}\text{Al}$ decoupling- is about 200 Hz, in the $^{27}\text{Al}$ dimension, second order quadrupolar broadening is larger than the exponential line broadening factor).

**Conclusions**

2D and 3D experiments correlating Al$_1$, P, Al$_2$ triplets in Al$_1$-O-P-O-Al$_2$ motives are feasible and confirm the connectivity graph of the Al/P network of a complex material such as AlPO$_4$-14. The significantly longer experimental time required for the 3D experiment (nearly 6 ½ days), as compared to the 2D Al, Al H-HSQC (1 day), is the price to be paid for the complete edition of connected Al$_x$-O-P-O-Al$_y$ motives. However, future hardware improvements such as higher
magnetic fields, faster MAS rate, the use of magnetic field gradients which will supersede Z-filters (especially in this experiment) and the eventual inclusion of MQMAS and/or $^1$H decoupling and $^{27}$Al satellite transitions refocusing during $t_1$ might increase the S/N ratio and the available resolution. The principle of this 3D H-HSQC could be extended to any system of three or more coupled spins and applied to many inorganic materials. It provides a detailed map of the coupled network, and a full characterization of chemically bonded molecular motives. When this information remains of little use for crystalline compounds of known structure, recent results show that it becomes decisive information for the characterization of structural motifs at the nanometer scale in amorphous solids or glasses (16).
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Figure legends

**Figure 1** Five schemes of the molecular motives involved are shown below in the $^{27}\text{Al}^{31}\text{P}$ case, featuring: a) $\text{Al}^{IV}$, b) $\text{Al}^{V}$, c) $\text{Al}^{VI}$, d) Al-O-P-O-Al and e) Al-O-Al.

**Figure 2** Pulse sequence for: A) the 2D ($t_1$ incremented) and B) the 3D ($t_1$ and $t_2$ incremented) H-HSQC experiment. In C) the molecular motif which is edited, along with the necessary scalar couplings are represented. The $2\tau_2$ delay is a constant time period allowing for the magnetization transfer from the Al$_1$ spin to the Al$_2$ spin. $^{27}\text{Al}_1$ and $^{31}\text{P}$ chemical shift evolutions occur during the $t_1$ and $t_2$ delays respectively. Two Z-filters (300 rotor periods or 21 ms) have been used to suppress unwanted contributions. $\tau$ and $\tau_2$ were set to 40 rotor periods (2.86 ms) and 120 rotor periods (8.57 ms) respectively with a MAS speed of 14 kHz and $B_0 = 17.63$ T (750 Mhz $^1\text{H}$ Larmor frequency). $\Phi_1 = \{0^\circ, 180^\circ\}$, $\Phi_2 = \{0^\circ, 0^\circ, 180^\circ, 180^\circ\}$ and $\Phi_{rec} = \{0^\circ, 180^\circ, 180^\circ, 0^\circ\}$.

**Figure 3** Plots of the intensities of the diagonal ($2\text{Al}_1^z,\text{CT}_{Py}$) and cross-peak ($2\text{Al}_2^z,\text{CT}_{Py}$) and their sum (overall signal) as a function of $\tau_2$ in 1/J units. The optimum transfer is obtained for the largest negative overall signal (sum of the two contributions).

**Figure 4** H-HSQC spectrum of an AlPO$_4$-14 sample, featuring the Al-Al pairs giving rise to negative cross-peaks (in black) and the positive diagonal signals (in red). The spectrum was obtained in the experimental conditions mentioned in the Figure 2 caption. The pulse sequence was run using the following parameters: the recycling delay $d_1$ was set to 250 ms, the $\tau$ period for the INEPT transfer was set to 40 rotor periods $\tau_r$ (optimized for the best overall signal-to-noise
ratio, as the different $^{27}$Al-$^{31}$P pairs feature distinct scalar couplings and dephasing times), the $\tau_2$ period was set to $120\tau_r$ (in order to maximize the negative cross peaks intensities), and a Z-filter of $300\tau_r$ was used on a 750MHz wide bore Bruker spectrometer. 16 dummy scans and 1152 scans were acquired for each of the 128 $t_1$ increments and exponential broadening ($LB=100$Hz) was applied in both dimensions.

Figure 5 A 2D plane (as shown in (A)) is extracted from the 3D $^{27}$Al,$^{31}$P,$^{27}$Al H-HSQC, corresponding to the phosphorus chemical shift $\delta(^{31}\text{P}) = -8.03$ ppm (corresponding to P$_2$) and is displayed three times in (B), (C) and (D). Three different strips or slices along the $^{31}$P axis have been extracted, in the manner shown in (A) and are shown in (B), (C) and (D), respectively. In (B), (C) and (D), the respective intersections of the strip with the $^{27}$Al/$^{27}$Al plane are indicated by a cross, as shown in the 3D scheme. 1024 scans, 40 increments in $F_1$ and $F_2$, 512 points in $F_3$ and a recycling delay of 250 ms have been used for an overall experimental time of 6 days and 13h on a 750MHz wide bore Bruker spectrometer. The data have been processed with nmrPipe (19).
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Table 1 Al,P connectivity table for AlPO₄-14, as established in refs. (7, 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P₁</th>
<th>P₂</th>
<th>P₃</th>
<th>P₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al₁</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₃</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₄</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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